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Abstract—This paper exploits a special class of space-time codes
in which linearly transformed versions of a given data sequence
are transmitted from multiple antennas. Several recently pro-
posed codes, including space-time block codes, are members of this
class. The redundancy introduced by the transformations imposes
structure on the received data that under certain conditions can
be exploited for direct blind (and semi-blind) estimation of a lin-
ear zero-forcing receiver that recovers the original data sequence.
If the transmitted symbols are constant modulus, the space-time
code structure can be exploited by the Analytic Constant Modulus
(ACM) algorithm to simplify the separation of multiple co-channel
users. If each user employs a different code or only one user is
present, the ACM joint diagonalization step can be eliminated even
though multiple constant modulus data streams are received.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The throughput and diversity gains of systems employing
multiple antennas on both ends of a wireless communica-
tion link can often only be exploited once the multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) channel separating the transmitter and
receiver has been identified. While training data can be used to
estimate the channel, this approach consumes precious band-
width and reduces throughput. The large body of previous re-
search on blind multiuser, multichannel estimation and equal-
ization is applicable to the MIMO problem, since the data
broadcast from different transmit antennas can be thought of
as data from different users. However, only recently have tech-
niques appeared that exploit the structure built into space-time
encoded signals. Many of these techniques have focused on
the special structure of the so-calledspace-time block codes
(STBC) described in [1], [2], [3], or generalizations thereof.
Examples of methods that exploit STBC for blind and semi-
blind channel estimation include [4], [5], [6], [7]. Subspace-
based approaches have been presented for modulation-induced
coding in [8], [9], [10] and for circulant codes in [11].

In this paper, a different approach is presented in which a
linear receiver is blindly (or semi-blindly) estimated directly
from the data by exploiting the structure of certain space-time
codes. The basic assumption underlying the proposed algo-
rithm is that the symbols broadcast from the different transmit
antennas are linear transformations of one another. This frame-
work is general enough to include the STBCs of [1], [2], [3]
as well as the specific codes used in [8], [9], [12], [13], [10],
[11] as special cases. In the noiseless case, this property will

cause the zero-forcing receivers for each transmit antenna to
be related via linear transformations that, under certain condi-
tions, can be determined directly from the data without knowl-
edge of the channel. This fact is used to derive a deterministic,
subspace-based estimator of a single weight vector that recov-
ers the unique information-bearing transmitted sequence. The
presence of any known training symbols in the data can also be
easily exploited to improve the quality of the receiver estimate.

While the details of the algorithm are presented for the sin-
gle user flat fading case, extensions to the multiple user case
are discussed, along with modifications of the algorithm re-
quired when there are more transmit than receive antennas or
the channel is rank deficient. When the symbols are constant
modulus, the linear space-time code structure discussed above
can be combined with that imposed by the Analytic Constant
Modulus (ACM) algorithm [14] to improve performance. In
the single user case, or when multiple users employ different
space-time codes, the ACM joint diagonalization step can be
eliminated in estimating the linear receiver, which considerably
simplifies the algorithm.

II. DATA MODEL

For the moment, assume a single-user transmit array with�����
elements, a receive array with� ���

elements, and
a flat-fading channel. If the receive array is sampled once
per symbol over� consecutive symbol periods, the following
model results: ��
	�����������

(1)

where
��

is an ����� matrix of received data,
�

is the ��� �
channel matrix,

�
is additive noise and interference, and

 �
is an

� ��� matrix containing the transmitted symbols. The
subscript on


is used to explicitly indicate the number of rows

in the matrix. The
���� �

symbol is used to differentiate
��

from its
noise-free counterpart

�!	�����
. To begin, it will be assumed

that ��" �
and that

�
is full rank, but these assumptions will

be relaxed in Section IV, as will the restriction to the single-user
case.

Let the �#� �
vector $&% represent the symbol sequence trans-

mitted from antenna' , and let $&%&( ) � $*%&( + represent its real and
imaginary parts, respectively. Defining,$ % 	.- $ %&( )$ %&( +0/ �
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the signal matrix is decomposed as- real
� �1� �

imag
� �1� � / 	2- $*3 ( ) �4�5� $ � ( )$*3 ( + �4�5� $ � ( +0/ 	76 ,$*3 �4�5� ,$ �98;:

The primary assumption of the algorithm presented in this pa-
per is that the signals are encoded in the following manner:,$*% 	=< % ,$ 3 � ' 	?>@� �5�4� �A�B�

(2)

where
< % is a full-rank, real-valued,

> �.� > � transformation
matrix. While some of the results presented in the paper will
hold for a completely general

< % , others will require
< % to

have the following form:< % 	.- real
�DC % � E

imag
�FC % �

imag
�DC % �

real
�DC % � / �

(3)

so that $*% 	 C %G$ 3 � ' 	?>@� �5�4� �A�
(4)

for a given complex
C % .

Equations (2) and (4) provide a general framework that en-
compasses many types of popular space-time codes:

Example 1– The
��	H>

STBC of [1] satisfies (2) with< 3 	I-�JLK MON �QP ,J � RR JTS /<VUW	YX JLK MZN ,J RR JLK M N P\[ �
whereJ4] indicates an̂0�Z^ identity matrix, and,J 	2- R �� R / P 	B- R �E � R / :

(5)

Similar transformations exist for the STBCs with larger values
of

�
described in [2], [3].

Example 2– The code described in [13] combines the struc-
ture of the

��	�>
STBC together with the use of two “sub-

precoders”_ 3 and _ U
. When cast in the framework of (2), this

method results in< 3 	a`bbc real
� _d3 � R E

imag
� _d3 � RR E

real
� _ U � R

imag
� _ U �

imag
� _d3 � R

real
� _e3 � RR

imag
� _ U � R

real
� _ U �7fhggi<VUW	IX P N�JLK M RR EjP N�JLK M [ < 3 �

where
P

is defined in (5).
Example 3– The so-calledlinear dispersion(LD) codes of

[12] satisfy (2) as well. For these codes, 1 	 Slkmnpo 3rq n4sOn �utwv nTxdn �
(6)

whereq n
and

v n
are real scalars, and

s n � x n
are �B� �

com-
plex matrices. The LD approach is equivalent to (2) with the
definitions < % 	 - real

�zy % �{E
imag

�Q| % �
imag

�zy % �
real

�Q| % � /y % 	=6 s 3 ��} � ' �O�5�4� s Slk ��} � ' � 8| % 	=6 x 3 ��} � ' �0�5�4� x S k ��} � ' � 8;�
where

��} � ' �
denotes the'�~z� column of the associated matrix.

Example 4– For the code described in [11],


is circulant
and Hankel, so (3) applies withC % 	 - R J S9� 3� R / % � 3 :

Example 5– For the modulation-induced code of [8], [9],
C %

is ����� and chosen to be diagonal. The method of [10] is
similar, except it mixes several independent symbol streams to-
gether with different coding matrices for each signal and each
transmit antenna (i.e.,

��
is a sum of the type of single-user

signal matrices employed by [8], [9]).
As described in the next section, the structure induced by (2)

and (4) leads to zero-forcing receivers for each transmit antenna
that are related via linear transformations that can be deter-
mined directly from the data without knowledge of the chan-
nel. In certain cases, this allows construction of a data-derived
matrix whose one-dimensional nullspace will, in the noiseless
case, contain the weight vector that recovers$G3 .

III. D IRECT LINEAR RECEIVER ESTIMATION

Assume that the transmitted symbols and transformation ma-
trices have been chosen so that

��
is full rank. To describe the

proposed algorithm, consider an SVD of the rank
�

noiseless
matrix

�
: �!	H�����	����������

(7)

where
�

is �I� �
,

�
is

� � �
, and

�
is ��� �

. If
��

is full
rank, there exists a full-rank

� � �
matrix

���
that satisfies���V	������� 	�� ���	� 1� � 1� �

(8)

where
���� �

denotes conjugation. The goal of the method de-
scribed below is to find a linear weight vector� 3 such that�� �03 	 $*3 �

(9)

without knowledge of
�

or, equivalently,
���

. Rewriting this
equation in terms of real and imaginary parts yields� ,� 3 	 ,$ 3 �

(10)

where ��	 - real
� � �

imag
� � �E

imag
� � �

real
� � � /

and
,�03 is defined similarly to

,$G3 .
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A. Blind Estimation

Defining
,� % to be the linear receiver weights that recover

,$ %
from

�
, it follows from (2) and (10) that� ,� % 	 ,$ % 	7< % ,$G3 	=< % � ,�03 �

(11)

and hence that ,� % 	�� 1 < % � ,�03 �
(12)

since
�

has orthonormal columns. Note that the linear transfor-
mation that relates the zero-forcing receivers with one another
does not explicitly depend on the channel, only on known or
data-derived quantities. Furthermore,,$G3 	?� ,�03 (13)	�< � 3% � ,� % (14)	�< � 3% ��� 1 < % � ,�03 �

(15)

and subtracting (15) from (13) leads to the following equation
for

,��3 : < � 3%?�;�� < % � �03 	 R �
(16)

where� �� 	 J E ����1
. Combining all such equations together

for ' 	?>@� �4�4� ���
yields`bc < � 3U � �� < U �

...< � 3� � �� <V�W� f gi ,�03��4�F 	 ,¡ ,��3 	 R :
(17)

If (4) holds, then (12) and (17) become� % 	¢�£1 C % �� �03`bc C � 3U � � ¤¥ C U ��
...C � 3� � � ¤¥ C � �� f gi �03��4�F 	�¡ �03 	 R : (18)

If
,¡

(or
¡

) has a nullspace of dimension one, then
,� 3 (or�03 ) and hence$G3 can be found from (17), to within the scalar

ambiguity common to all blind equalizers. General conditions
under which

,¡
and

¡
have a rank-one nullspace are currently

under investigation, but it has been observed via simulation that
this property is generically true for the codes in [8], [9], [11]
described above. One important situation where the property
does not hold is for the STBC schemes of [1], [2], [3]. This is
due to a fundamental ambiguity associated with blind decoding
of STBCs, namely that

s  U
has exactly the same structure as U

for any

s
of the forms 	 - ^@3 E �^ U^ U �^¦3§/ :

Thus, it is impossible to distinguish between
�� U

and� s � 3 s  U
using only the STBC structure. The ambiguity can

be resolved by the insertion of pilot symbols in the data, as was
done in [4]. Another approach of course is to appropriately

modify the structure of the space-time code, as done for exam-
ple in [5], where a different linear precoder is used for even
and odd symbols. The resulting modification of

< U
would then

lead to a non-degenerate
,¡

with the desired nullspace dimen-
sion. Based on the above discussion, it is clear that the trans-
formation matrices should not be chosen so that

< � 3% 	 q < %
for some scalarq . However, additional work is needed to de-
termine other more general conditions that guarantee a unique
solution.

In the presence of noise, (17) will of course not hold exactly.
A reasonable approach in this case is to estimate

,�03 as the right
singular vector of

,¡
with smallest singular value, where

�
is

replaced by an estimate obtained from the
�

dominant right
singular vectors of

��
. A similar argument holds for the case

of (18). This is the method used in the simulations of Sec-
tion VI.

B. Semi-Blind Estimation

One advantage of the method described above is that it is a
simple matter to incorporate knowledge of any embedded train-
ing symbols into the estimate to improve performance. Sup-
pose thaẗ elements of$*3 are known, and let© denote the> ¨ -element set of indices corresponding to the locations of the
known values in

,$*3 . Then the vector
,ª 	 ,$*3 � © �

is known, and
a linear receiver that satisfies� � © � } � ,�03 	 ,ª (19)

is desired, where
� � © � } �

is the matrix formed from the rows
of

�
corresponding to© (as in Matlab notation). The blind

solution of (17) is then augmented with (19) as follows:- ,¡� � © � } � / ,� 3 	 - R ,ª / �
(20)

and the semi-blind estimate is obtained as�,� 3 	 - ,¡� � © � } � /L« - R ,ª / �
(21)

where
��� � « denotes a pseudo-inverse. The presence of training

symbols removes the ambiguity associated with the blind es-
timate of

,�03 . An identical approach can be used when (18)
holds.

IV. EXTENSIONS OF THEALGORITHM

A. Multiple Users

If ¬ (symbol synchronous) users are present, then equa-
tion (1) becomes ��!	¢�®¯���°�

(22)

where �	�6 � 3 �5�4� �§±48 �²� �
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®¢	 `bc ���³ ( 3
...���´ ( ± f gi � �£���	 ±m + o 3 � + :

and where
 �¶µ ( + ��� + ��� + represent respectively the transmitted

signals, channel, and number of transmit antennas for the·D~z�
user. Assume that each user employs space-time coding in the
form of (2), with

< %&( + representing the'¸~z� transformation for
user· . Note that data obeying (22) could also be generated by a
single user whose transmit antennas are divided into¬ groups,
with each group transmitting a different data sequence. Such an
approach could be used to trade off diversity for throughput.

When � " �
, two separate situations must be considered

(if �º¹ �
, methods similar to those described below in Sec-

tion IV-B below must be used):
Case 1 – All users employ different space-time codes. In this

situation, no modification of the blind or semi-blind algorithm
described above is required, provided that each user’s code is
“different enough.” In the blind case, the linear receiver for
user· is found from the following equation`bc < � 3U ( + � �� <VU ( + �

...< � 3�¶µ ( + � �� <V� µ ( + � f gi ,� 3 ( + �4�F 	 ,¡ + ,� 3 ( + 	 R :
(23)

If all of the users’ codes have been appropriately chosen, then,¡ + will have a rank-one nullspace and the solution is unique (to
within a scalar).

Case 2 – All users employ the same space-time code. Only
one

,¡
matrix may be formed in this case, and it will have a

nullspace of dimension¬ that is spanned by
6 ,� 3 ( 3 �4�5� ,� 3 ( ± 8

.
The nullspace basis could be used to reduce the dimension of
the data to¬ , but additional information would be required to
separate the individual user’s symbol sequences in a second
step, using for example the assumption of constant modulus
[14] or finite alphabet signals [15]. An alternative approach
is presented in Section V, where it is shown how to exploit
space-time codes and the constant modulus assumption simul-
taneously in a single step algorithm. One exception to the ap-
proach outlined for Case 2 occurs when one of the users has
more transmit antennas than the others. This user’s weight vec-
tor can be found using (23), since it will be the only one that
satisfies (23) for that particular value of

� + .
If each user transmits linearly independent training data, then

the semi-blind approach of Section III-B can be used directly
for either of the two cases described above. If©»+ and ª + repre-
sent the time indices and data associated with the training data,
then

,�03 ( + may be found using�,� 3 ( + 	 - ,¡ +� � © + � } � /L« - R,ª + / :
(24)

As before, similar equations can be found for the case
where (18) holds.

B. More Transmit Than Receive Antennas

A simple modification of the above algorithm allows space-
time codes of the form in (3) to work in situations where�¼¹�

. Assume that
C % 	 C % � 3 for ' 	½>¦� �5�4� �A�

and some
C

(always true for
�{	I>

). This constraint is satisfied by the
circulant code of [11] and can be implemented with the coding
approach of [8], [9]. Under these assumptions,$ % 	 C % � 3 $*3 ,
and � C 1 	?���� C 1

(25)	=6 ¾��Z8 - ��$ 1 3 �DC 1 � � / (26)	=6 ¾��Z8���À¿ 3 �
(27)

where
¾

is a �²� �
vector of zeros. Since�����	Á6 �º¾¦8G��À¿ 3 �

a stacking operation leads to- �� C 1 / 	�£ �À¿ 3 �
(28)

where


is a
> �Â� � �Ã��� �

block Sylvester matrix identical
in form to those obtained in blind equalization problems [16].
Thus, the same data model is obtained as before, except the
number of effective receive antennas has been doubled, while
the number of effective transmit antennas has increased by only
one. StackingÄ E �

times and adding the effects of noise leads
to �Å �4�F 	 `bbbc �� �� C 1

... �� �FC 1 ��Æ � 3 f gggi 	�£ �À¿ Æ � 3 ��ÇÈ�
(29)

where
Ç

is formed identically to
�Å
. The new “channel” matrix

is guaranteed to be full rank as long as
�

is, and will have at
least as many rows as columns provided thatÄ=" � E �� E � :
The algorithms of Section III can then be directly applied to�Å

rather than
��

. Note that, in general, the stacking operation
will lead to a noise term

Ç
that is neither temporally or spa-

tially white, even if
�

was. This can be easily accounted for,
however, by prewhitening in both space and time.

C. Rank Deficient Channels

If the channel is rank deficient,i.e.,

rank
� � � 	�É ¹�ÊdËÍÌ�Î*� �A��ÏÐ�
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then in the noiseless case, rank
� � � 	IÉ

. If the SVD of
�

in (7) is partitioned so that
�

contains the first
É

right singular
vectors, then (8) still holds except that

� �
will be

É � �
. The

transpose of (8) will then be equivalent to a noiseless version of
the original model (1) for a case with more transmit than receive
antennas (i.e.,

� �
is fat), and the approach of Section IV-B can

be used. Instead of (29), the algorithms are applied to the matrixÅ �4�F 	 `bbbc � �� � C 1
...� � �FC 1 ��Æ � 3 f gggi �

(30)

whereÄ is chosen to satisfyÄ7" � E �É E � :
V. EXPLOITING CONSTANT MODULUS SIGNALS

The Analytic Constant Modulus (ACM) algorithm of [14] is
a technique for blind source separation that exploits the constant
modulus (CM) property to directly estimate linear receivers for
all CM signals present. Though computationally complex, the
ACM algorithm has been shown to provide excellent perfor-
mance with very short data records. If applied to data gener-
ated by¬ users employing space-time coding with

� 3 � �4�5� �A� ±
transmit antennas, respectively, then the ACM approach would
estimate linear receivers for

�B	ÁÑÃ� + � ¬ signals (provided
that � �¢�

) even though the signals from a given user are not
independent. The approach presented here uses the relation-
ship of (18) between the weight vectors to reduce the number
of solutions to at most¬ , depending on whether or not the users
employ different codes.

In the absence of noise, the CM property is enforced by find-
ing linear receivers that satisfy� �4Ò�Ó¸Òl�Ó � 	 � �Ò�Ó N Ò�Ó � � � �� N � � 	��{Ô§	��w� �4�5� � �

(31)
where

Ò �Ó
is the

Ô ~z� row of
��

in (7), and where, without loss
of generality, unity modulus is assumed. Stacking all� such
equations together yields`bc � �Ò 3 N Ò 3 � �

...� �Ò S N Ò S � � f gi � �� N � � �4�F 	 � 3 � �� N � � 	\Õ��
(32)

where
Õ

is a vector of ones. The ACM algorithm finds the
nullspace of

6 � 3 E ÕÖ8
and then uses a joint diagonalization

step to find basis vectors of the form�� N � to separate the
users. For the problem considered in this paper, if� �°�
there would be

�
solutions,

� + for each user.
To show how the structure induced by space-time coding

can be used to eliminate “redundant” solutions, suppose there
are

��× ¬wØ × ¬ users each with
� Ø transmit antennas that

employ the same space-time codeÎ C UG� �4�4� � C �ÀÙFÏ
. Because

of (18), not only will �03 ( + satisfy (31) for· 	Á�w� �5�4� � ¬wØ , so will�£1 C % �� � 3 ( + , and hence`bc�Ú � � C 1 % � �Ò 3 N �£1 C �% �� Ò 34Û �
...Ú � � C 1 % � �Ò S¢N �£1 C �% �� Ò S Û � f gi � ��03 ( + N �03 ( + �

�5�F 	 � % � �� 3 ( + N � 3 ( + � 	ÁÕ (33)

for · 	Á�Ö� �5�4� � ¬�Ø and ' 	?>@� �4�4� ��� Ø . Stacking all
� Ø equations

together yields`bc � 3
...� � Ù f gi � ��03 ( + N �03 ( + � �5�F 	 � � ��03 ( + N ��3 ( + � 	 `bc Õ

...Õ f gi �
(34)

which will generically have only¬ Ø solutions, one for each user,
provided the space-time code is properly designed. As with the
ACM algorithm, the individual users’ solutions are found by
applying the joint diagonalization procedure to the nullspace
basis vectors of

6 � E Õw8
. A dimension reduction step (as

described in [17]) is required, however, since the¬wØ different� � �
matrices to be jointly diagonalized will each have rank¬�Ø . The algorithm outlined above can be repeated for each set

of users employing the same space-time code.
If ¬�Ø 	=�

, the nullspace of
6 � E ÕÖ8

has dimension one, and
is spanned by a single vector. IfÜ represents this vector, the
desired linear receiver is found by simply performing a rank-
one factorization ofÝ 	

vec� 3 � Ü �
, where vec� 3 � Ü �

refers to
the procedure of forming a

� � �
matrix from the

� U � �
vector Ü .

VI. SIMULATION EXAMPLES

The first example considers a case with one user,� 	BÞ
receive antennas,

�º	ß>
transmit antennas, and a� 	Ià R

sample block of data. Three different space-time coding strate-
gies were implemented: (1) the circulant code of [11], (2) the
code of [8], [9] with a diagonal

C U
whose entries were drawn

at random from the unit circle, and (3) a random unitary
C U

.
Unit-amplitude QPSK symbols were generated for the transmit-
ted signals, and the elements of the channel and noise matrices
were zero-mean, circular complex Gaussian random variables,
with variances chosen to achieve the desired SNR. In the plots
shown, the SNR is defined byá Uâ¸ã á UÓ

, whereá Uâ and á UÓ
are the

variances of the elements of
�

and
�

respectively. A new ran-
dom

�
,

�
, and $*3 are generated for each trial, and used for

each of the three coding algorithms one-at-a-time. A variable
number̈ of known symbols were assumed to be present, and
were used in (21) to estimate the linear receiver for each al-
gorithm. The symbol error rate was then calculated from the
resulting estimate of

�$ 3 . Figure 1 shows the results of the algo-
rithms as a function of¨ for three different SNRs. Note that all
three codes have nearly identical performance.
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Fig. 1. Semi-Blind Symbol Error Rate versus Training Intervalä for 3 Space-
Time Coding Schemes.

The second example is similar to the first, except only the
circulant code is implemented, and the ACM approach of Sec-
tion V is used. Only one training symbol (¨ 	å�

) is assumed
to be known, and it is only used after the signal estimate is ob-
tained in order to eliminate the scalar ambiguity of the blind
estimate. Figure 2 shows the resulting symbol error rate as a
function of � for three different SNRs. Compared with Fig-
ure 1, there is a dramatic reduction in error rate that results
from exploiting the constant modulus property, even for very
small values of� .

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Two new techniques have been presented for direct, closed-
form, blind and semi-blind estimation of linear receivers for
certain types of space-time codes. Applicable codes fall in a
general framework that includes as special cases several previ-
ously proposed space-time transmission schemes. Simulations
show excellent performance with very small block sizes, espe-
cially when the constant modulus property can be exploited.
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